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ABOUT

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell is the Intuitive Business Coach™ who
leads her clients to Live Life on FIRE for the Ultimate Successful Life
with peace, joy, and fulfillment!
Lynita is an attorney who has built an award-winning law firm and a
publishing house that produced five magazines (two of which were
voted ATL’s Hottest) and eight international best-selling authors.
She is a #1 Bestselling Author of four books on women in
leadership, a CPA, an ordained New Thought Minister, has been
featured in Forbes, NBC, CBS, and Yahoo! Finance, and is
recognized nationally as an outstanding community servant leader
and yet still, something was missing. Lynita realized that although
successful, her accolades and achievements did not create lasting
happiness.
There had to be something more.
Lynita felt the call to create that something more, and she did just
that. She filled the void which created a bridge that led to the "more".
It brought her sustainable peace, joy and fulfillment in her life. And in
this space of generosity, she knew she had to share this with others.
It was an ultimate challenge that required an ultimate solution. So
Lynita created an ultimate program, a bridge that would lead to
something beyond happy: the “5 Step Formula to the Ultimate
Successful Life with Peace, Joy, and Fulfillment” which bridges the
gap between SUCCESS and JOY.
Now, Lynita shares her message with audiences all over the
country, and works with individuals as well as Corporate, civic, faithbased, and entrepreneurial organizations as they implement the “5
Step Formula to the Ultimate Successful Life”!
“The Great Resignation has made it clear that people want more out
of life than to ‘...just be happy’. They want to be fulfilled and have
peace and joy. Joy comes from within, and that is the foundation of
the Ultimate Successful Life.” -Lynita
Lynita enjoys her entire life and is grateful to share it with her
husband and daughter. When she is not coaching, writing her fifth
#1 Bestseller, or running her law practice, Lynita is learning new
healing modalities and crafting.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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Keynote speaker, seminars,
workshops, and trainings
Invite Lynita into your group or organization
to inspire, motivate, and transform your
audience. An acclaimed international
speaker and certified trainer, Lynita has
WOW'd groups of up to 500 people and
facilitated over 20,000 hours of professional
development, life enhancement strategies,
business development, career growth, and
entrepreneurship courses.

Coaching
You’ve SUCCEEDED in everything you’ve
put your mind to, but something is missing,
something has CHANGED within…Victories
continue to come.People continue to seek
you. But external validation is no longer as
satisfying as it used to be… and doesn’t last
nearly as long.
The bridge is out - there’s a HUGE GAP
between success and happiness.
Let’s work together to define what Life
Success means to YOU and Live Life on
FIRE - one of peace, joy, and ultimate
fulfillment!.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com

SERVICES

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

Guest TV, Radio,
Podcast host;
red carpet interviews
Lynita has delivered electrifying
interviews with celebrities, business
leaders, community activists, and
politicians on various topics as a host
on TV shows and podcasts; and as a
guest on radio shows and on the red
carpet.
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I TEACH PEOPLE
●
●
●

[first message] how to Live Life on FIRE
[second message] the formula to create a life of peace joy and fulfillment
[third message] to bridge the gap between success and happiness

My Life On Fire Mindset
I have spent the last two decades mastering and living The World's standard of
success: earning several degrees and certifications, serving in many
professional and community leadership roles, building profitable businesses
and coaching others to do the same, and being honored with a list of
achievements that have made my parents very proud.
I was addicted to the high that came from the excitement of achieving. So when
the excitement from each accomplishment seemed to become less intense, I
was obsessed with figuring out why. I was relentless in my efforts to discover
what took out the bridge - the excitement and FIRE - that used to link my
success to my happiness?
It took two years to answer that question.
Two years of research, soul searching and working with other high achievers to
understand that the deliberate SHIFT in my wellbeing and ELEVATION in
consciousness were the natural result of achieving my Soul Goals: my FIRE
was still there, but was now attracted and RESPONSIVE to my personal,
internal growth and achievement.

LET'S TALK!

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com

It was an inside-out transformation, a total pole reversal. And the results were
startling and swift: my successes increased as I felt more at peace, joyful, and
fulfilled with my life. I've had the pleasure of sharing the formula and how to
seamlessly implement it with several organizations that include Northwestern
Mutual Insurance and ChenMed Healthcare, spirit-led groups, and outstanding
professionals, business owners, and entrepreneurs.
I'd love to talk with YOU about how I can help YOU and YOUR group or
organization become more successful as you increase peace, joy, and
fulfillment in your lives.
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MEDIA
FORBES.COM
Lynita was featured thrice in
Forbes.com Articles namely:
Looking To Brand Yourself?
Be Sincere
Balancing Power &
Responsibility
No One Expects Perfection,
But They DO Expect
Authenticity

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

POWER 20 MAGAZINE
Lynita became the cover feature.

MIZCEO SPOTLIGHT
Featured in MizCEO Spotlight
(Influence for Women Who
Dominate)

GIRL LET'S TALK ATLANTA™
Lynita was featured in Girl Let's
Talk Atlanta™

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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FEATURES

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

GROSUM
Lynita was featured on GroSum digital platform to share her
views on organizational culture.
POINTS OF LIGHT
Lynita was featured on the Points
achievement foundation.

of

Light

volunteer

WOMANIFESTING
Lynita was featured as a BOLD Spiritpreneur on MTV Host
Abiola Abrams' Womanifesting.
HR INNOVATIVE
Lynita was featured on HR Innovation Thought Leadership
Articles and Resources.
VOYAGE ATL
Lynita was featured as a community and business leader of
excellence.
CLASSY CHRONICLES
Lynita was featured on the Classy Chronicles Website.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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LYNITA’S #1 BESTSELLERS

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

Order Online
lynitamitchellblackwell.com/books

Lynita has been a fierce advocate of and committed to personal and
professional growth and development for over a decade, and has the
books to prove it. Each of her books focus on women in leadership, but
are applicable to all who seek to live a successful life of peace, joy and
ultimate fulfillment.Each book became an Amazon #1 Bestseller and are
available on Amazon.com.

Are you caught in a cycle of confusion, uncertainty, and pain? Knocked Down, Set Straight will take you on a
transformational journey of turning your life's pain into your ultimate gain!
In this hilarious guide to mindfulness, spiritual teacher and thought leader Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell, Esq. serves up
ways to balance your mind (IQ), heart (EQ), and soul (SQ) and merge them into what she eloquently explains as the
aggregate intelligence quotient (AQ)™.
You will be thrust toward your life’s purpose in 25 eye-opening chapters, wherein Mitchell-Blackwell sets you straight
by:
Sharing recognizable stories of pain, darkness, and confusion
Exploring the lessons you learn as you emerge from the cycle of pain
Gifting you with the blessings in the lessons and how to turn that pain into passion in the following five steps:
1. Face it!
2. Speak it - Roar!
3. Forgive it!
4. Release it!
5. Soar!
By the end of this powerful road map to your better self, you’ll understand how to embrace your life’s experiences,
eradicate foolish behaviors, and obliterate self-defeating patterns!

Do you dream of growing a business, aligned with your life purpose, into a thriving enterprise consisting of multiple
ventures - and streams of revenue? Then you are looking to build an EMPIRE!
"Empire Builder" is a step-by-step overview of how to do it - using the Leading Through Living organization founded by
Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell as a real-world example.
Building anything worthwhile takes time and patience. Ensuring it is in line with purpose, and is built on solid ethical,
financial, and moral principles - are imperative to lasting success. Why? Because mistakes will happen, money will get
tight, friends will fall away, and times will get dark - but when your business is run with integrity, you can overcome
those dark "moments" and get back to the grind. Joy DOES come in the morning! So let's get started with how to build
YOUR business empire - one brick at a time - and a lasting legacy that your family may enjoy for generations to come.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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YOU are the woman you've been waiting for all of your life!
Do you believe that YOU are the best thing that could have ever happened to you? If not, do you want to?
Join Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell and the "everyday leading women" featured in this book as they show you how
they came to be the Leading Ladies of THEIR lives! If you are tired of trying to be like someone else, tired of
trying to "keep up with the Joneses", and ready to get out of other people's shadow, then this is the book for
you!
The Leading Lady Legacy explores how and why we try to shrink ourselves into "mini me's" of people we
admire; and enumerates step-by-step how to stop the self-defeating cycle. Learn how to maximize your
greatness and unique qualities so that you may realize your ultimate purpose and incredible power.
You ARE the woman you've been waiting for, and you have all you need to be great in this life! Get
encouraged, empowered and CHAMPIONED to be 'THE' Leading Lady of YOUR life!

You've passed every test, earned the certifications, learned to play "the game"; yet still struggle with the
intangible skills needed to be successful socially and professionally. Here's the secret: the game is won using
the sage wisdom your granny taught you growing up. Seriously! Courtesy will take you places book knowledge
never will. Who you know is important; but whether they like you or not determines what happens next.
Described as a "mentor in your pocket", Leading Through Living explores the importance of treating people
well to one's career, social and civic relationships, and personal growth. Author Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell
frankly shares her experiences - the good, bad, and downright embarrassing - as a young woman navigating
career, several organizations, and relationships while earning her degrees and certifications. "The most
important three phases in one's quest for personal growth and professional success are please, thank you, and
I apologize," says Mitchell-Blackwell. "Learn them well and life will be full of unexpected triumph."

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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TESTIMONIALS

Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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...what Lynita's clients say

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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Lynita
Mitchell - Blackwell, Esq.

IN ACTION
Sizzle Reel

Watch Video

Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell in action.

Purse Power

Watch Video

Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell was interviewed by Elaina Zuker. Elaina and Lynita share their expertise on
goal setting and scaling your business.

Leading Through Living Community

Watch Video

Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell presents Empire Builder: How to Build Your Business Empire One Brick At A
Time at the Confidence Bootcamp for Women in Atlanta - Buckhead August 2015

LIT College Tour

Watch Video

2014 LIT College Tour Los Angeles: Closing Keynote Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell offers her passion,
knowledge and insight on "Igniting Your Future."

TrieD tested conquered

Watch Video

Exclusive Facebook live interview with Lynita Mitchell-Blackwell by Shaunta Moore.

www.lynitamitchellblackwell.com
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Let's connect!
https://www.facebook.com/lynitamitchellblackwell

https://www.instagram.com/lynitamitchellblackwellesq
https://www.tiktok.com/@lynitamitchellblackwell?
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lynitamitchellblackwell
https://www.twitter.com/lynitamb

